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Technology for Referees

Changing the Battery of Receiver

Unscrew the four screws with the screwdriver supplied with the unit and lift the rubber cover.

To replace the battery, unscrew the four screws with the screwdriver supplied with the unit
and lift the cover. Disconnect the battery from the battery-clip and replace it with a new
battery, after this process, User needs to be sure that plastic cover has been put properly
and screws are fastened. Lithium-ion batteries are recommended.
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ELECTRONIC REFEREE FLAGS

USER MANUAL

The Referee Electronic Flag system supports the linesmen to get the referee's attention
by sending a radio frequency signal to the referee's receiver.

The Transmitter

The Transmitter is integrated into the Handle of the Linesman's Flag. By pressing any of two
buttons on The Transmitter sends Radio Frequency Signals to the Referee's receiver. When
referee's receiver gets warned by specially created for each Linesman signals, receiver
warns to Referee with different 2 signals and Vibration. The referee can easily understand by
which Assistant Referee signalled.

The Transmitter Usage

Warranty
You should press the buttons on the Transmitter (0,5-1 Second) until taking a vibration,
and you can leave the buttons after feeling the vibration on the Transmitter.

DO NOT use for different purposes.
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THE

PRODUCT

A 2-year warranty is provided on all material and
production failure caused during normal use of the
system. Malfunctions are not covered by warrant and
could be repaired for a fee. The system manufacturer or
his representative can not be made liable for damage
caused by the use of this system. Warrant code is located
on the receiver. Please keep it safe and provide it for
warranty issues.

www. refstech. com

Contact: infoO. refstech. com

Address: Flat 6, 97, Palmerston Road, Southsea, UK,
P05 3PR

Phone:07391669035

Battery Check of Transmitter

The Battery should be checked before eachgame,

Send a signal to the referee by pushing one of the two buttons on the handle to make sure
the signal is transmitted and the receiver clearly detects the signal. If you take a Signal and
feeling Vibration it's enough to for checking your Battery. If goes low level of Battery and the
Vibration power suddenly falls to %20 of Maximum power, Even if you realize low Battery
warning on the Game, Don't worry about it, You can use the flags for 3 more Game but we
are recommended for Users to Change Battery after Low Battery warning.
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Changing the battery of Transmitter

-Push the cover of battery frontwards and remove the battery cover by opening the bayonet
closure counter clockwise turn

-Replace the battery

-Put the cover of battery back and rotate to clockwise until locked it with thebayonet closure

The Receiver

The receiver has waterproof rubber material and an Electronic receiver circuit. When user-
specified Radio Signal received by the receiver, it warns to Referee by Transmitter
generated for each Linesman separate signal and vibration combination, Therefore the
Referee can easily undei-slano Dy which Assistant Referee signalled. Sound Level could be
adjusted, fully muted, low, medium, and high. Even when sound fully muted, the Referee
can easily understand by which Assistant signalled, because of specially created vibration
for each Linesman.

The Receiver Usage

To switch on receiver,

User needs to press and hold the button near to the Receiver. While pressing to button and
when warning led is orange (Please Look at the Low Battery section), when orange led turns
to red, that means you don't need to press anymore button. After you leave button, device
Turns on and vibrates, if everything is ok, device pulses green light when it is waiting for a
signal.
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To switch off receiver,

Same process is applied, Keep pressing to button until seeing red warning light and
warning sound. After this process device tumsoff itself.

Sound (Beep) Level Adjusting

There are four options for sound level: fully muted, low, medium, and high. Once

receiver is switched on, the sound level can be adjusted by clicking the 'button' shortly.

Low Battery Warning

While turning device on and holding the button, if warning led is pulsing red and device
warns by sound, that's mean battery is low. Even battery low is, User can still use the
receiver 3 more games. However, we recommended our Users to change Battery as
soon as possible.


